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Oxidation Studies on
Miniaturised Mechanical
Testpieces
Materials in plant and structures operated by
companies in the power generation sector are expected
to endure in service far longer than the period available
for testing or evaluating new systems. Gas turbine
plants are only 10 years old but ageing quickly, steam
turbine plant has been designed for 100000h operating
life but is still running after ~200000h. Although
design procedures against creep and fatigue failure are
well established, they contain sufficient uncertainty to
make continual monitoring of plant necessary, and
estimation of remnant life becomes essential. This can,
in principle, be assessed using destructive tests on
miniature testpieces taken from components. One of
the testing issues concerns the measurement
environment. Because the samples are generally thin,
even slight oxidation can result in a loss of load
bearing section and thus uncertainty in stress values. In
this current work miniature uniaxial and small disc
punch tests are being investigated and this
Measurement Note describes oxidation tests on
representative steels in order to provide a better
understanding of the relevant kinetic processes and
thus influence testing guidelines.
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The disc diameters are generally 8 mm ± 1%.
Heating systems are designed to provide a
uniform temperature distribution throughout
the test section of the disc. A temperature
measuring
system
usually
comprises
thermocouples, located to determine that the
testpiece remains within the temperature limits
specified for the test. The temperature control
system is generally capable of maintaining the
temperature constant to within ± 0.25% of
absolute temperature, K, throughout the test.

Introduction
For plant and structures operating at elevated
temperatures for long times degradation
processes impair mechanical properties,
especially the creep resistance of their
components. Requirements for environmental
sustainability make it economically convenient
to extend the lifetime of existing components
rather than build new plants. Thus reducing
uncertainty in the calculation of the remnant
life of plant is critical.

Miniaturised Testing Procedures

Components or structures are designed with
significant safety margins but these can be
reduced throughout a service life by ageing,
i.e. the mechanical characteristics of structural
materials change with time or use. An
understanding of the change in mechanical
properties of structural components with
ageing is thus necessary for optimising
operating procedures, inspection intervals,
repair strategies and lifetime assessments.

Optimising the test conditions for relevant
miniature tests is an important objective
together with correlating the results with those
from full size samples. A suitable numerical
model of the disc test with protocols and good
testing practice for relevant tests is also being
developed. The testing technique is limited by
the fact that an agreed standard procedure for
such tests does not exist, and this being
addressed through a CEN Working Agreement
[5] which provides detailed information on
material procurement and testing procedures.

Standard procedures for mechanical tests
usually require fairly large volumes of test
material that can be taken from in-service
equipment. This has led to the development of
small punch (SP) test techniques based on
penetration tests of miniature, disc-shaped, test
specimens [1-4]. The SP test is a mechanical
test carried out on a small disc-shaped
testpiece by means of the application of a
mechanical load to one surface of the test piece
with a round-ended punch or ball in order to
investigate its response to the applied force. In
the NPL system the load is applied with a
Si3N4 ceramic ball of radius 1.2mm and the
disc is clamped with a thermocouple in the
recess of the face of the clamp. In the IRC
system the load is applied with a
hemispherical-ended solid Nimonic rod of
radius 1.0 mm and the temperature is measured
with a remote thermocouple that had
previously
been
calibrated
with
an
instrumented testpiece. It is considered to be a
non-destructive technique because of the small
amount of testing material required to be
sampled. It also enables the determination of
mechanical properties of materials with spatial
variation in structure such as welds. Discs are
usually machined to a thickness of
approximately 0.55 mm and then ground on
both sides to achieve a final thickness of 0.5
mm, with a tolerance of no more than ± 0.5%.

Miniaturised tests (both SP and uniaxial) have
concentrated on P11 steel (1 Cr ½ Mo),
supplied by the University of Wales, Swansea
and P12 steel (½ Cr ½ Mo ¼ V) supplied by
E.ON. The P11 steel has been evaluated in the
as-received (heat treated; normalised and
tempered) and one exposed condition (300 h,
580 °C, 135 MPa). The time to failure under
these conditions was 536 h. The P11 steel was
taken from a thick wall seamless pipe. The P12
steel was supplied by E.ON after 198 and 240
kh exposure.
Due to the small dimensions of the SP
testpieces, it is recommended by the CEN
TWA that tests are carried out in an inert
environment to prevent oxidation or corrosion
of the exposed surfaces of the testpiece. Thus,
testing environment is clearly important for
most materials and SP rigs generally have
facilities to test in air or dynamic Argon.
Current NPL SP tests are run in air,
consequently there is detailed discussion of
oxidation effects. It was advised by the project
industrial steering group that, for the P12
steels, testing should be at 620 °C maximum to
ensure oxidation was not a problem. It was
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for good and poor conductors, respectively.
The testpiece grips are held at room
temperature to provide a nominal reference
point. This results in a parabolic temperature
distribution for testpieces smaller than about
20 mm in length with a central temperature up
to 800 oC. Temperature distributions in
testpieces heated to much higher temperatures
are more uniform in the central 2-4 mm of the
testpiece, typically less than ± 5 oC at a central
temperature of 1250 oC.

agreed that specific oxidation data would be
helpful in setting up tests within expected
tolerances on dimensions.
NPL have developed a new multifunctional
test system (the ETMT) which is suitable for
miniaturised uniaxial testing of metals [6,7]
and other conductive materials relevant to
industries ranging from metal processing to
component performance, for example, in
aerospace and power engineering. The system
uses direct resistance heating to enable high
temperature mechanical tests with tension and
compression stresses to 3 kN and with
thermomechanical capabilities up to 1500 °C.
A “multi-property” software interface allows
in-situ operator interaction with the system
(Fig 1). The system can be run in air for
oxidation studies. Testpiece geometries are
determined by testpiece resistance. Metallic
testpieces, are typically 2 × 1 mm cross section
along the full length of the testpiece (40 mm).
The gripped ends are typically 10-15 mm long
leaving a freely suspended central portion of
10-20 mm. Heating rates up to 200 oC s-1 are
possible,
dependent
on
the
thermal
characteristics of the testpiece. Cooling rates
are determined by the thermal diffusivity of the
testpiece and loss of heat to grips. This can
typically be between 100 oC s-1 or 10 oC s-1

An issue is the accuracy of temperature
measurement, since thermocouples are made at
NPL individually for each test, using 0.1 mm
diameter wires of Pt and Pt-13% Rh, that are
fusion welded to form a small bead. The bead
is then spot welded to the testpiece.
Furthermore the voltage is processed by a
standard LabView® software routine to give a
direct reading in oC. A sample of eutectoid
steel was used in order to check the combined
ETMT software and thermocouple. Eutectoid
steel has a well defined transformation
temperature. Repeat measurements were made
and the indicated temperature of the
transformation was with 2 oC of the value
measured separately by Differential Thermal
Calorimetry.
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Fig 1

ETMT schematic diagram.
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Various mechanical tests, of both a short and a
long term nature, have been performed on P11
and P12 steels. The ETMT tests have been
carried out, for the most part, in an inert argon
environment. However, some of the SP tests at
NPL were at fairly high temperatures
(≥ 600 °C) and for long times, when problems
occurred with samples sticking to supporting
rigs
through
excessive
oxidation.
Consequently, it was decided to use the ETMT
to study oxidation kinetics, through
measurements of changes in resistance, in
order to provide guidelines for testing P11 and
P12 in air in the SP tests.
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Some measurements for tests between 560 °C
and 680 °C on P11 and P12 are shown in Fig 2
and Fig 3 where resistance is plotted against
time. The resistance values have been
normalised to give a value of 1 at the starting
point of the experiment. The changes in
resistance can be used to derive (through
simple geometrical assumptions) values for
metal loss (in μm on each surface). These
values are plotted in Figs 4 and 5 where the
plots are expressed in logarithmic coordinates.
It can be seen that the kinetics of oxidation are
complex for these two materials over the
chosen ranges of test temperature. The latter
were selected to cover the range used for
mechanical tests (i.e. between 550-700 °C). It
appears that there is an initial slow oxidation
process followed by an acceleration period to a
new rate at longer times. This is consistent
with a period where there is a relatively
protective oxide layer followed by an
accelerating growth process to a more open
structure, associated perhaps with breakaway
oxidation. The data in Fig 4 and Fig 5 show
that both P11 and P12 oxidise at significantly
high rates even at temperatures as low as
560 °C.
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Fig 3 P11 normalised resistance changes in
oxidation tests at various temperatures.
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For the ETMT tests simple rectangular cross
section (2 × 1 mm) testpieces were heated,
under zero load, to the test temperature of
interest in argon to maintain clean surfaces.
Then laboratory air was introduced and the
oxidation process was followed through
measurements of the change in resistance. As
the sample oxidises the cross section decreases
and the metal sample resistance increases.
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Fig 2 P12 normalised resistance changes in
oxidation tests at various temperatures.
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Metal loss kinetics in P12 steel at different temperatures.
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Metal loss kinetics in P11 steel at different temperatures.
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ETMT Uniaxial testpieces
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Effects of oxidation time on percentage changes in nominal applied stresses.
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The metal loss kinetics can be converted to a
graph (Fig 6) of nominal percentage stress
changes plotted against time for a typical SP
testpiece of original thickness 0.5 mm. If it is
assumed that only a 5% change in stress can be
tolerated then it can be seen that, even at
temperatures as low as 560 °C, the loss in
cross-sectional area becomes too great at times
as short as 20h and 40h, for P12 and P11
respectively.
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